S. U. and 5th/Detroit Projects
Purpose to today’s meeting: Understand how the Design Manual informs the South University projects and prep for walk-around.

1. Introductions (5 minutes)

2. Resolution for traffic signal box art (5 minutes)

3. Overview of how the Downtown Street Design Manual informs the South University project (10 minutes)

4. Prep for walk-around, be thinking about: (10 minutes)
   a. How is the street used during typical days?
   b. How is the existing streetscape working and not working?
   c. Who are the current users? How do we encourage different users?
   d. What programmed events happen in South U? What programmed events could happen?
   e. What will define a successful project? (including outreach, design, and resulting activity)

5. Next steps: (5 Minutes)
   a. Make an effort to observe South University at other times of the day, including evening
   b. Sidewalk outreach – October 29th
   c. South University contract to Finance, October 27th at 1pm

Other committee business

Public comment (3 minutes each)